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My Way
35' (10.67m)   2016   Formula   350 Sun Sport
Sandusky  Ohio  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Formula
Engines: 2 Mercruiser Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: 8.2 MAG HO Cruise Speed: Knots
Engine HP: 430 Max Speed: Knots
Beam: Cabins/Heads: /
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Water: Fuel:

$243,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Sports Cruiser
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2016
LOA: 37' 11'' (11.56m)

Knots
Knots
Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Hull Material: Fiberglass

Imported: No
HIN/IMO: TNRD9557H516
In Stock: Yes

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Mercruiser
8.2 MAG HO
Inboard/Outboard
430HP
320.65KW
Fuel: Gas/Petrol
Hours: 200
Year: 2016
Location: Port

Engine 2
Mercruiser
8.2 MAG HO
Inboard/Outboard
430HP
320.65KW
Fuel: Gas/Petrol
Hours: 200
Year: 2016
Location: Starboard

Generator 1
Kohler
7.50KW
Hours: 100
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Summary/Description

Performance Excellence is Waiting for You!

Formula: Performance Excellence!

Those looking for a turn-key powerboat with outstanding pedigree and built-in value need look no further. Introducing My
Way, a stunning example of the Formula 350 Sun Sport! The Formula brand is known for its remarkable build quality,
attention to detail, and use of superior parts and manufacturing processes, all wrapped in a midwestern work-ethic from
their manufacturing base in Decatur, Indiana. 

Finished in Formula's Latté Metallic Flagship color scheme with Morning Sand an Oyster Ultraleather upholstery, you feel
wrapped in luxury before you even step aboard. The aft deck features a double sun pad with drink holders, expansive
swim platform, and recessed cleats for a clean, sleek look. A short step up and you find yourself in the cockpit lounge
with a U-shaped settee surrounding a Corian-topped table. To port is a wet bar with refrigerator and storage cabinet, and
everywhere you look several drink holders will be in view--this is a space created for relaxation!

The helm area has side-by-side seating and additional seating across the companionway aisle, an opening windshield to
access the bow, and the whole area is protected by custom canvas with removeable panels. 

The helm is equipped with Formula's JPS sterndrive piloting joystick for precise control around the dock, and Mercury's
DTS (digital throttle and shift) system puts drive-by-wire smoothness quite literally in your hand. With a simple twist of
the joystick, pivot, slide, or spin the vessel on its own longitudinal axis--without the need for thrusters--the drive-by-wire
system positions the drives precisely based on your commands, making docking and close-quarters maneuvering far
less stressful. Monitor engine performance, cruise control, and take advantage of the Skyhook Digital Anchoring system
on the Mercury Smart Craft digital display, linked to the JPS and Raymarine HybridTouch GPS plotter. With dual trim
gauges in your view field, a digital chain counter, and expansive forward and side visibility, the cockpit puts you in full
command of the vessel. 

Moving through the sliding cabin door with integrated screen, you step down to the comfortable living quarters. The
head with electric toilet and shower are to starboard, while the galley with Corian countertops, induction stovetop,
microwave oven, and refrigerator are to port. Aft is a luxurious mirrored queen size berth with extra storage and multiple
lighting zones. A mirrored storage cabinet alongside the stairs keeps vessel supplies neatly out of the way, while adding
the appearance of immense cabin volume. Up front, the Ultraleather trimmed forward berth surrounds a highly polished
saloon table, which can convert to an additional double berth. The cabin includes the Gulf Sand decor package with
accent pillows.

Disclosures: This one-owner vessel has been used exclusively in fresh water, stored indoors, and has been
professionally maintained. In 2018 she was professionally repaired after a minor grounding. In 2021, Mercury-certified
technicians replaced multiple electronic engine controls as a result of a dockside power-surge. All repairs and routine
maintenance events, including annual detailing services, are documented with paper records, available for your review.
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With fewer than 200 hours on her powerful V8 engines, My Way comes to you ready for impressive performance and
timeless fun on the water. 
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